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Penelope among some vintage Alfas at Turismo Tasmania in 2012
(from Greg Smith’s article: “A Member of 4 AROCs”)
(Photo: Greg Smith)
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QUO VADIS?
Where are we heading in these COVID-19 times?
by David Wright
Club Patron & Life Member
Who would have thought that Alfa’s 110 th year would pass with the most stringent lock-down since the
Spanish Flu? The Australian Alfa Romeo Owners’ Clubs had great plans for 2020 as it was a time for
celebrations. We must ensure that this milestone is not over-looked when restrictions are finally lifted.
Meanwhile, I hope you have strong reserves of reading material and access to interesting websites such
as Peter Vack’s Veloce Today and Prewar Car. Even better, a major re-build or restoration project would
be timely as the good news is that the Club’s most supportive mechanical service centres are still open
and providing valuable assistance.
With perhaps too much time to reflect on things Alfa Romeo, the following thoughts spring to mind:
Club Matters
As much of life is now remote and on-line, AROCA (Vic) is playing its part by providing valuable support
for its members through the club website, newsletters, CPS administration and, subject to restrictions,
some limited events. Your participation will add much interest to these activities and your Register Captain
can help you to prepare a story about yourself and your cherished Alfa. The right time to do this is now, so
don’t put it off.
The Historic Vehicle Market
The economic impacts of COVID-19 are causing much uncertainty and questions have been raised about
the historic vehicle market. Valuable lessons were gained from the ‘recession we had to have’ in the early
1990’s where the market fell sharply as a result of collectors bailing out and painful foreclosures. It took
several years, but the market did bounce back and there were no untoward consequences for enthusiasts
who were not exposed to these financial conditions.
Thirty years on we have the advantage of new technology. Specialist websites and Online auctions are
working quite effectively with several $1 mil plus cars being sold via this method in recent weeks. Last
month, the Classic Throttle Shop in Sydney sold a 1974 2000 GTV that was listed at $205,000 and this
surely is a new benchmark!
Challenges facing Historic Vehicles
The time- honoured expression that ‘the cost of freedom is eternal vigilance’, has never been more
appropriate in respect to the ongoing right of passage for historic vehicles on our roads. We have enjoyed
the privilege of concessional registration for some time which has led to a degree of complacency, but
increasing environmental pressures, and the introduction of autonomous vehicles will have an enormous
impact if we are not prepared. Fortunately, a small group of widely experienced car enthusiasts with
management, legal and government backgrounds have established the Australian Historic Vehicle
Interests Group (AHVIG) to represent and defend the movement against creeping restrictions and new
regulations. The first project undertaken by AHVIG is the removal of Luxury Car Tax from historic
vehicles. This tax is a severe imposition on the importation of historic vehicles while important cars
continue to leave our shores. AHVIG has prepared a strong heritage and economic case to prosecute this
issue and it is slowly gaining traction in the media with political support.
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The future of our cherished marque
The cancelation of the late Sergio Marchionne’s exciting 5 year program (2018-2022) was very
disappointing for Alfisti and raised many questions about Alfa’s future model range.
The economic impact of COVID-19 will be extremely challenging for car makers around the world and Alfa
Romeo is not immune to this. In this context, the proposed merger between FCA and PSA is of even
greater significance with Alfa’s future possibly depending on the outcome. Alfa’s strength is that it holds a
unique niche in mid-ranging price segments as a true drivers’ car and this positioning is becoming even
more important as cars are produced like non-descript white goods.
I will finish on this positive note, pat my faithful 2600 Sprint and look forward to the next occasion we can
spend together.

Viva la Alfa.
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Buongiorno Alfisti

August 2020

Just as the Coronavirus restrictions were beginning to relax, and we were looking forward to getting out in
our Alfas again, a resurgence of CoViD-19 resulted in the reimposition of some strict local lockdowns,
along with a general lockdown across Greater Melbourne and the Mitchell Shire, and border closures. A
few weeks later, and Melbourne has now moved to Stage Four restrictions with curfews, while the rest of
the State has stepped up to Stage Three restrictions!
Consequently, all AROCA Victoria events are cancelled, or postponed until further notice.
Hopefully all AROCA members are, and can stay, safe.
Please keep watch on the AROCA Victoria web site for the latest advice on the status of club events.
Since the last newsletter there have been no further events to report, as the lockdowns occurred as that
newsletter was being delivered! But we do have several articles by some prominent members: “Quo
Vadis?” above, by David Wright the Club Patron and a Life Member of the Club. In it, David discusses
the impact on the Club, and the automotive world, by the Coronavirus Pandemic. And from Club member
Greg Smith, an article “A Member of 4 AROCs” summarising his Alfa driving experiences since the mid1980s in Europe, USA and Australia. Greg also describes some very enjoyable times that he has had as
an Alfa Club member in clubs based in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Victoria, and Western Australia.
From John Hanslow (Register Coordinator) is a note on the Spettacolo planning this year, and
separately a report on developments with the Club’s registers in his Register Notes column. Leon Cottle
has also provided an update on this year’s planned Alfisti Spring Tour scheduled for November, and the
potential challenges that the pandemic poses to it, especially if border closures are still extant.

Issues of AROCA Victoria’s magazine Cross + Serpent and the newsletter Notizie Alfisti are
archived on the Club’s website under the “Publications” tab. https://www.alfaclubvic.org.au/publications/
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News from around the traps
Register Activity Update
I am not one to sit around and do nothing, so there is much to do!
Once we get a chance to go out and leave the neighbourhood, the Club will again organize small Short
Drives. These will be compliant, enjoyable and generally of about 2 hours duration.
To assist in making these simple and contactless club activities, we will recommend the following:
• Small groups of club members with a firm limit on numbers;
• Pre-book with the Register Captain will be essential;
• Route notes etc will be emailed to registered attendees;
• Safe social distancing is required;
• BYO coffee, optional but recommended;
• Lunch will be optional, but you will need to do the booking yourself.

Prior to the last lockdown, we had arranged several Register Drives, namely:
1. GTA Drive from Lilydale to Reefton and Black Spur;
2. GT Drive from Emerald to Warburton and Marysville; and
3. All Alfa Drive from Lilydale to Flowerdale and Yarra Glen.
Workshop Visits and Technical Nights are a separate matter, but depending on timing and numbers,
these will recommence, once it is permitted and safe to do so.
Several 3 hour Sunday Drives are also in the planning stage. They are likely to be to Noojee,
Daylesford and Yea, but will depend on the relaxation of the current travel restrictions in Victoria.
Please be mindful that once regional areas are open, groups will still have to maintain safe distancing
according to the then current requirements. We have been advised that extra spacing is now available at
some of our regular lunch destinations i.e. Daylesford, Lilydale and Kilcunda, so we also look forward to
being able to return to these venues soon.
And, new to the Club’s Model Registers, a 950 Series Register for the Giulia & Stelvio
The Club has recently added a Model Register for the new Giulia and Stelvio model ranges. The new
group is called the “950 Series Register” and David Roberts has agreed to take on the role of Register
Captain. David, who you will know from his many colourful and entertaining articles in Cross + Serpent,
is the proud owner of a red Giulia Veloce. So, if you have a twenty-something Giulia (date of birth, not
age) or a Stelvio, make yourself known to David at the next Club outing or email David via
950register@alfaclubvic.org.au
Also note that the Model Register for the MiTo & Giulietta has changed names! It is now the “940 Series
Register”. The Register Captain is still John Hanslow, who can be contacted for register business via
email on: 940register@alfaclubvic.org.au
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The Club now has Model Registers that cover the full range of Alfas. Most are grouped into age based
series, e.g. Vintage (all Alfas pre-105), 105s, 147 & 156 together, but there are also a few special interest
groups, e.g. for the GTs, late GTAs and the 4C. To see a full list of AROCA Victoria Model Registers and
the contact details for the Register Captains, visit the Model Register page on the Club web site:
https://www.alfaclubvic.org.au/model-registers/ .
Thanks to all the Club members who have supported the Register Captains this year. Keep watch on your
emails for register events applicable to your Alfa as soon as the pandemic restrictions lift.
John Hanslow, Register Coordinator, M: 0409 961 719 E: Register@alfaclubvic.org.au

Alfisti Spring Tour 2020 - Goldfields Chapter & Alpine Alfisti
Greetings everyone,

July 2020

We are certainly experiencing 'interesting' times. With the present high numbers of positive CoViD-19
cases occurring in Victoria, closed borders and some areas in 'lockdown', the planning for the Alfisti
Spring Tour to South Australia in November is temporarily 'On Hold'.
News has been received that, at this stage, AROCA SA is still planning to hold Auto Italia Adelaide, but it
may have to be scaled down due to restrictions on the size of gatherings.
Despite the present high levels of uncertainty, the planning for the Alfisti Spring Tour will proceed
cautiously but with optimism. The hope is that, well before October, the active CoViD-19 case numbers
will have declined significantly, and the borders will have been reopened.
If the borders remain closed, but intrastate travel is permitted, an alternative option of running the Tour
within Victoria will be considered - possibly reverting to a Grampians Gallivant instead.
The decision to postpone, or alter the planned route, will be made in late August. All Alfisti that have
registered for the Tour will be notified at that time. You will either receive, confirmation that the Tour is
proceeding as planned, or advice of any changes that may be necessary to ensure a safe and enjoyable
Tour.
Thank you for your patience and stay safe.
Leon Cottle, Tour Director, Alfisti Spring Tour
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Spettacolo 2020
Spettacolo, is the Alfa Club’s premiere annual Show & Shine and Concorso. It is held each year in
about November and is the Club’s main Spring time event. For the past few years, the venue for
Spettacolo has been the main oval at Wesley College’s Mt Waverley campus. But this year, due to
Coronavirus pandemic, Spettacolo may have to be different. Rest assured, you will still not want to miss it!

An event in Melbourne with 750 people in attendance, may not be permitted in November this year. So,
an alternative is being considered. To enable the number of members, and the variety of their vehicles, to
participate, Spettacolo may have to be run as a series of tightly choreographed Show’n’Shines at multiple
nearby venues. Some of the venues may even be used for several separate displays at different times
during the day. Each mini-Spettacolo would focus on a particular era or model range, but it will be
dependent on numbers and venue availability. Pre-booking for this year’s Spettacolo may also be
necessary. Watch the web and your Club emails for updates. Please support your Spettacolo.
John Hanslow, Spettacolo Director, M: 0409 961 719 E: Register@alfaclubvic.org.au

AROCA Victoria Club Shop
Alfa Club merchandise currently in stock includes: Caps (black or red), Polo shirts (M or F) and Tee shirts
(grey or red). Direct all club merchandise enquiries to Adrian 0449 831 646 or shop@alfaclubvic.org.au.

Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
Club members and potential Alfa Romeo owners, who are considering buying a new car, are referred to
the Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program. See the official program near the end of this newsletter.

AROCA Victoria Sponsorship & Advertising
To sponsor AROCA Victoria and/or advertise in AROCA Victoria’s publications: the magazine Cross &
Serpent; the newsletter Notizie Alfisti; and the web site AlfaClubVIC.org.au please contact:
Sam Tartaglia mobile: 0459 542 070 or email: advertising@alfaclubvic.org.au
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News from further afield
Introducing …

According to CarThrottle “Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and Groupe PSA have picked the official business
name beneath which they’ll juggle all their automotive brands.” Its “Stellantis”!
AutoBlog has a similar, but somewhat tongue-in-cheek comment, on the name change too!
And Top Gear too! See what they say here.
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A Member of 4 AROCs
by Greg Smith
This article first appeared in AROCA WA’s Alfa Occidentale #38.
My first Alfa was a new 1986 vintage 33 QV that came
with the horizontally opposed, 4-cylinder, 1.5 litre Boxer
engine. I bought this car soon after arriving in Brussels
where I started an assignment with Esso Chemical in
Belgium. That move to Europe occurred after my US
visa was running out and the parent company, Exxon
Chemical Co., decided that I was overdue to begin work
elsewhere than New Jersey, where, since 1982, I had
been on a first expatriate assignment.

This little Alfa with its Quadrifoglio Verde badge was tuned to the point that it popped, burped and farted
whenever the accelerator was eased. It accelerated very well, but, without any power steering, driving it
took some strong shoulder work to deal with understeer and the car’s keen desire to head for any roadside ditch whenever accelerating hard while turning.

From top left, then clockwise: Rothenberg town-view; Neuschwanstein castle, Bavaria; Gross Glockner Glacier seen
in the mid-1980s (the pass road is now sealed, a big glass-fronted hotel and large carpark now overlook the glacier,
but it has very dramatically receded since the 1980s); lastly, on an excitingly steep cable car ride in the Dolomites.
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While I didn’t join a Belgian version of an Alfa Romeo Owners Club during my two-year stint in Europe,
some excellent travel experiences were enjoyed in that Alfa 33. One summer trip included a drive along
the Mosel river to the ancient Roman city of Trier on the Rhine, then down the Romantic Road to
Rothenberg and on to Munich. Next, we travelled across into Austria; up the famous (then) gravel road of
the Gross Glockner Pass to stay at the Austrian Kaiser’s rustic hunting lodge above the glacier; then over
into Italy and down the Stelvio pass to the Dolomites. We returned to Brussels via the Swiss lakes and
back northwards along the eastern edge of France. A lot of great Alfa driving in Europe!
I first joined an Alfa Romeo Owners Club (AROC) in the late 1980s, after my return to USA. The New
Jersey chapter of AROC of America was about the same size as the WA Alfa club, though that state’s
population was certainly a lot larger than WA’s. However, NJ chapter members were spread all around
the state; some lived nearer New York City, while others were closer to Philadelphia. As a result, evening
meetings were rare, but some great Sunday drives were held.
There are a lot of nice backroads in New Jersey, some with historic villages which date back to the prerevolutionary war period (pre 1770s). As the leaves change colour in Autumn, there are spectacular roadside displays. The roads are seemingly designed with Alfa Romeo driving in mind. One quite
outstanding drive was a very special and spookily themed observation run at Halloween that included a
long list of devilishly clever directions and clues.
While in the NJ club, I was sometimes quite amused by the tendency of a few of its club members to not
just refurbish their Spiders, but also to provide them with some real “US Hot Rod” touches – e.g., including
very large non-Alfa motors, graded shading of the paintwork, perhaps a very flash seating upgrade, and
so on. I can’t see a lot of this happening in AROC of Australia too soon!
At some family-oriented events, we drove
my Alfa 75 QV (called a “Milano QV” in
USA) and took our two young boys.
However, on a few other trips, some
serious rural driving was involved for
which our 1973 Spider 2000 was ideal; but
a baby-sitter was then required for the
children.

Left: In 1995, a much younger Duncan helps
to wash the Alfas in Morristown, New Jersey.

A move from Morristown, New Jersey westwards to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (PA) occurred at the end of
1996, after a change of companies. The “Milano” was sold to a woman who planned to drive it
competitively in Japan. The Spider was transported to western PA in a container.
I soon joined the Pittsburgh chapter of AROC in PA. This group was close-knit, though it seemed a little
less active than was the NJ group. However, there were some really nice meetings of this club, including
well organized driving events. On a few other occasions, we separately drove our frequent international
visitors down to the famous “Falling Waters” house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1935. Very
deservedly, it is world-famous. This timeless, formerly private residence is situated right over a small
waterfall and hidden in the woods.
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In the summer of 1997, I attended my first (and only) US AROC National. This July event was held in
Cincinnati, Ohio; about 2 hours of freeway driving east of Pittsburgh. It was a very large meeting with
strong US-wide attendance, many great Alfas on show, plus many extremely enthusiastic Alfisti.
The option of a driving tour took many Alfas out to view the Ohio Amish who prefer to travel by horse and
buggy while they continue to live simple, fundamental existences in small towns in eastern Ohio.
Unfortunately, my Spider’s fuel line sprang a leak early on that drive. Some tour inspectors at one
checkpoint fortunately spotted the leaking fuel and demanded that I quickly jump out of the car. One of
the drive organizers, whose car trunk (boot) was full of tape and parts, helped me quickly seal off that
leak. My Spider and I limped back to Cincinnati rather than continue on the run.
In 1999, I moved again; this time it was back
to Australia from the USA. I bought another
Alfa, a new 916 series, 3 litre GTV. Soon
after, I joined AROCA VIC. The 916 GTV
was a great little coupé, but with its two very
wide and thick front doors, it was sometimes
hard to get out of if the public car parking
space was too narrow. Additionally, my
young children quickly outgrew its rear bench
seat.
The Victorian division of AROCA was a
revelation. The calendar was a very full one,
the state’s Alfa club membership was very
large, while the club’s events were always
good. Highlights included early morning
Sunday runs, workshop and tech. evenings, monthly meetings; not to forget the fabulous Spettacolo Alfa
display day held each year at the start of summer.
As a family, we did take the GTV to Alfesta in
2001 when it was held in the foothills of
Mount Buller, outside Mansfield, Victoria. A
fast drive up the winding mountain road to
Mount Buller ski village brought out the best
in every Alfa driver attending. This mountain
drive was held as part of an excellent
observation run.

Left: Alfas displayed during Alfesta 2001, Victoria.

While the 916 GTV was a lot of fun to drive, too soon it became inadequate for family travel. Damon
Earwaker, then running the service centre at Lance Dixon Alfa in Doncaster, told me about the upcoming
arrival in Australia of the 156 GTA. I joined a national wait list to purchase one of the few 156 GTAs
arriving in Australia each month. This car has proven a great purchase. It was exchanged for the GTV,
plus a big cheque. I still own the car, 18 years later. My 156 GTA now has 145k kms on the odometer. It
has crossed Australia three times and has completed numerous longer trips on both sides of the country.
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With teenaged boys and their school
weekend sport, Alfa club activities became
few and far between for most of the
“noughties”; except for one particular visit
to the Ballarat Alfesta at Easter 2006. I
drove to Ballarat for the Alfesta Show ’n’
Shine day in my recently acquired 1967
Alfa Spider Duetto.
Limited involvement in AROCA VIC
activities continued until the 2010 Alfesta
held at Phillip Island. As 2010 was the 100th anniversary of Alfa Romeo, AROCA VIC arranged for the
1950 world championship winning Alfetta 159 to attend Alfesta during the Phillip Island Classic car races.
All Alfesta attendees watched intently as it
circuited the Phillip Island course very quickly,
but without other competitors on the track while
that precious car was in motion.
Alfesta 2010 was a great event. It was followed
by a very enjoyable post-meeting run organised
by Gary Pearce. That end-of-Alfesta tour ran
from Phillip Island to the Mornington Peninsula,
on a ferry across Port Phillip Bay, down the Great
Ocean Road to Lorne and beyond. The considerable pleasure shown by the two visiting Alfa engineers
from Italy was notable as they travelled with us on the Great Ocean Road tour. They had arrived in
Australia specifically to babysit Alfa Museo Storico’s precious Alfetta 159 during its 110 th Anniversary trip
to Victoria.
Inspired by the Alfesta 2010 experience, my younger son, Duncan, and I drove to the 2011 Easter event,
held in the Clare Valley, SA. Duncan had ample opportunity to improve his driving skills on this trip and
so the GTA wore an L-plate for much of Easter. (Now, in 2020, Duncan has still to acquire his driver’s
license. Instead, he has become a Melbourne inner city dweller and an avid bicycle rider.)
Alfesta 2012 was cancelled. In its place, a great alternative event “Turismo Tasmania” was arranged.
This event was organized by Mark Baigent and his Tasmanian team. Penelope and I took the Duetto on
the overnight ferry to join this driving tour as it followed a great route over both northern and southern
parts of the island.

At Turismo Tasmania 2012, some great older Alfas were on tour and are seen at the National Motor Museum of
Tasmania in Launceston; Penelope & Greg with their Duetto on tour.
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That tour involved my Duetto’s only encounter with snowy roads to date (at least while I have owned it).
It began to snow as we travelled up Mount Wellington. Nonetheless, we did reach its peak and the
overlook Hobart. Down in the city, the sun was shining, but, at the mountain top, horizontal icicles were
clinging tightly to telecom aerials while the wind blew hard.
After Turismo ended, we continued up the west coast of Tasmania, coincidentally meeting other Alfa tour
attendees who had also driven into the Cradle Mountain national park while, like us, making a very
gradual return road-trip towards the ferry in Devonport.
In 2014, we drove the Duetto from Melbourne up to Queensland to attend Alfesta 2014 on the Gold Coast.
At this Alfesta, we most enjoyed the tour drive into the hills behind the Gold Coast which also briefly
entered some dramatic country in northern NSW.

The Alfas are all properly shown & shined during Alfesta 2014 at RACV’s Royal Pines Resort,
Gold Coast, Queensland.

In late June 2014, Penelope and I made the long drive west from Melbourne to Perth, driving in the 156
GTA. We have lived in Perth since.
Once in Perth, it took a little while to find out how to join the WA division of AROCA. However, before the
end of 2014, we had attended our first WA Alfa club event. This was AROCA WA’s annual Pasta Run,
which started with a drive around the Darling Ranges and ended with everyone eating pasta at the
Northbridge Italian Club. This successful event already had a long history, largely due to the efforts of
AROCA WA life member, Rod Quinn (who now lives in Victoria). The annual Pasta Run continues as a
joint event involving all of WA’s Italian car clubs. One year, after the Pasta Run, an impressive vehicle
display held in the Italian club carpark included some very old Fiats and Lancias which had been on the
WA Fiat Lancia club’s “Two Oceans Run”.
I joined the WA Club committee a year after my first Pasta Run and have remained as its secretary since.
My AROCA VIC membership continues too so that I can keep on reading the excellent “Cross & Serpent”
magazine and stay updated regarding Victorian Alfa Club members and club activities.
In 2017, Alfesta was due to be held again in Tasmania. In 2012, Turismo Tasmania had been so good,
that we really wanted to return to Tasmania for another Alfa tour. We drove across Australia before
Christmas 2016, leaving the 156 GTA in Melbourne until our return by plane just before Easter.
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This 2017 event was based in Launceston with driving
tours around the north of the island, but it also allowed
enough time for a quick lake circuit walk at Cradle
Mountain. Another highlight was the wonderful dinner
held at the Josef Chromy winery.

Left: Cradle Mountain view while on the Dove Lake walk.

After Alfesta, we visited Penelope’s son, Mike, and wife, Sarah, in Hobart before returning up the
Tasmanian east coast. Near Port Arthur, we enjoyed a spectacular ride on a fast Zodiac as it raced along
ocean wave tops, close in to the three Capes.
Later, in mid-winter 2017, we eventually found the time to drive the GTA back to Perth, finally completing
that overdue drive west right in the middle of a major home renovation.
This year, we had committed to drive the 156 GTA to Alfesta 2020 in Toowoomba. However, COVID 19
intervened and Alfesta 2020 had to be cancelled. Since then, we have made an early booking to attend
Alfesta 2021 in McLaren Vale, SA.
In the past, AROCA WA has run two Alfestas in Western Australia. The 1993 Alfesta was held in
Fremantle while, in 2000, it was held at Margaret River, with 75 attendees attracted to WA’s southwest.
Unfortunately, I missed both of these events. The organizers of the 2000 Alfesta were disappointed by
how many attendees flew into WA and so didn’t arrive at Margaret River in Alfa Romeos. Apparently, in
2000, Alfesta lacked its usual all-Alfa presence.
However, the idea of a “fly-in Alfesta” does become easier to contemplate after you have driven to
Alfestas on the other side of the country, given the non-triviality of that trans-Australia crossing. Only a
few of us might seriously consider turning that long drive each way into an annual commitment.
Increased WA (or other interstate) involvement in Alfestas is likely to continue as an opportunity for
AROCA nationally. Elsewhere, I heard that the Australian Ferrari Club has subsidized those who travel
across the country to its annual events. For Toowoomba, in the early registration process, comments
were noted concerning Queenslanders loaning Alfas to interstate Alfisti who attended. That seemed a
very generous offer, although deciding to take your own prized Alfa to AROCA national meetings must be
close to any Alfista’s heart. It is a pity that shipping your car across Australia isn’t easier and cheaper, or
that travel on a trans-continental train with your Alfa on board is so expensive.
My 30+ years with AROC, in various divisions and countries, largely resulted from 23 years spent outside
Australia. Another result is that, on first arrival anywhere new, you may be perceived to be a “newbie” to
the world of Alfa Romeo. In part, this could be to do with the nature of all types of clubs and associations
generally being better suited to the needs of those who remain in one place. However, the inclusion of
newly arrived Alfisti from other divisions and chapters might also offer the opportunity for an Alfa club to
learn more about what has and hasn’t worked well elsewhere.
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AROCA Victoria Calendar
All AROCA Victoria events are either cancelled or postponed until further notice.
AROCA will progressively reinstate its regular series of meetings and drive events when the CoViD-19
restrictions on gatherings and travel are relaxed. Check the AROCA Victoria web site for updates.

Save these dates
The following club related events are scheduled for later in the year or early next year. If the pandemic
situation does not improve in time, they too may have to be postponed or cancelled, but meanwhile … the
planning does go on!
•

Lygon Street Fiesta (aka Carlton Italian Festa or La Dolce Italia) | October

•

Alfa Club 12 Hour Relay | Winton Raceway | Saturday 17th – Sunday 18th October

•

Alfisti Spring Tour | Grampians to Auto Italia Adelaide | Wednesday 4th – Sunday 8th November
A joint AROCA Victoria Goldfields Chapter and Alpine Alfisti Tour (See flyer below)

•

Auto Italia Adelaide | Adelaide | 8th November

•
•

Spettacolo Dinner | Saturday 21st November
Spettacolo | Wesley College, Glen Waverley | Sunday 22nd November

•

Targa Florio Australian Tribute | route TBA | 26th – 29th November

•

AROCA Xmas party and BBQ | Yarra Bend | December
– for Alfisti of all ages!

•

ALFESTA 2021 | Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia | Thursday 1 st – Monday 5th April 2021
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Auto Italia Canberra 2021 - Sunday 18th April (note new date!)
Exhibition Park In Canberra (EPIC), the venue for Auto Italia
Canberra, has pushed the date for Auto Italia Canberra 2021 to:
Sunday April 18th 2021.
This was apparently necessary in order to reschedule the events
that had been postponed due to CoViD-19.
Auto Italia Canberra website: https://www.autoitaliacanberra.com/

Alfisti Autumn Tour - March 2021 (the combined Cuore Sportivo & Forays in the Snowys Tour)
Due to the change of date for Auto Italia Canberra, either the dates or the route for the very popular
Alfisti Autumn Tour are also likely to change. Watch the Alpine Alfisti web site for updates on this event.
If you have sent an EoI for the Tour, you should receive an update directly from the event organisers to
advise you of any changes when they are confirmed.

Thank you!
Contributors to this edition of Notizie Alfisti were:
David Wright, Greg Smith, John Hanslow, Leon Cottle, David Roberts, Clyde Hay & Mandy Thompson.

You too can contribute to the newsletter:
Notes, photos or brief reports of recent events, and any items of general interest to members, will be
gratefully accepted for publication in Notizie Alfisti. Contributions are preferred as text (e.g. Word)
rather than PDF and should be sent to: newsletter@AlfaClubVIC.org.au
Submit contributions at least seven days prior to the end of the month for inclusion in the next edition.
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1973 Alfa Romeo 105 - 2000 GTV – seeking Expressions of Interest

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

I have owned the car for around 20 years
Bought in Perth from Cilliberti’s and brought it with me to Canberra when I moved for work
The car was restored about 4 years ago - body and engine
A performance rebuild was done by Luke Clayton at QV Automotive Engineering
The engine has been dyno'ed to 110 rwkws (copy of the dyno results available)
The restoration process was documented on the AROCA forum
I have copies of receipts that span my ownership - the bulk from Alfaholics and Classic Alfa
The car’s body work and engine was done to a high standard,
however I have modified aspects of the car to suit my tastes
I've kept every original part if someone want to put it back to original.
I am happy to include these parts depending on price
The spare parts currently include:
o A set of 4 Koya wheels with continental tyres
o A set of 4 original steel wheels
o An original boot lid
o An original steel bonnet – painted and in great condition
The car currently has a fiberglass bonnet
o The original seats
o The original wiring loom
o A spare dash
o The original brake master cylinder
o The original steering wheel
o A spare fiberglass boot floor (I never used it)
o The original carburettor air filter unit
o And many other spares/original parts
The car is currently registered in WA (1ALF-105) Chassis #: AR 2411855

Due to lifestyle and work, I am not able to drive the car enough to warrant keeping it. Ideally, I am hoping
for a fair price for both buyer and seller, so I would love to hear from interested parties.
Contact: Ben Sims
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Expressions of Interest are invited for the above 1973 Alfa Romeo 105 - 2000 GTV
Contact: Ben Sims
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For sale: Alfa Romeo 1998 916 GTV V6 24V
White with red interior and black trim, and sunroof
Travelled approximately 300,000km, with only one owner
Registered in NSW (VKP463) until October last year, but currently unregistered
Serviced by Canberra and Sydney Alfa Romeo specialists – details & receipts available

Asking: $4500.00 ONO
Note: The owner is unwell, so please call Allan (owner’s friend) to negotiate a sale.
Contact: Allan on 0432 553 003
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AROCA Goldfields Chapter & Alpine Alfisti Association of Australia

Alfisti Spring Tour 2020
(aka 2020 Grampians Gallivant)

Wednesday 4th to Sunday 8th November
A four-day Alfisti Tour from Halls Gap in ‘The Grampians’ to Adelaide to attend South Australia’s ‘Auto
Italia’. The Tour will travel via Tailem Bend, with a visit to ‘The Bend’ Motorsports Park, and the Mount
Lofty Ranges.
After visiting Adelaide you have the option of extending your Tour by returning via the Fleurieu Peninsula
(McLaren Vale, Cape Jervis & Victor Harbor), the Coorong and SA’s South East (Robe & Penola) and
back to the Grampians.
The Tour will travel along interesting roads, through wonderful scenery, enjoying good meals, all in the
company of like-minded Alfisti.
Wednesday 4th: Ballarat to Halls Gap
Meet in Ballarat for a drive to Halls Gap, via Central Victoria (Beaufort, Ararat and Moyston).
Thursday 5th: Halls Gap to Tailem Bend
A cruise through the iconic Grampians Ranges, via Zumsteins and the spectacular Roses Gap then on
to Tailem Bend for a stay at ‘The Rydges’ Hotel at The Bend Motorsport Park.
Friday 6th: Tailem Bend to Adelaide
A morning visit to ‘The Bend’ Motorsport Park - for a few laps of both the GT and International circuits then on to the Mt Lofty Ranges for lunch before heading to our base in Glenelg, an Adelaide bayside
suburb.
Saturday 7th: Rest day in Adelaide, strolling the Glenelg `& Adelaide shops …
Or will it be a drive through the Adelaide Hills or to Birdwood and the motor museum, visiting some of
the renowned Adelaide Hills or Barossa Valley wineries along the way?
Sunday 8th: Auto Italia Adelaide!
AROCA SA’s annual Show & Shine for Italian cars & bikes.

Then return home directly, or extend your Tour …
Monday 9th: Adelaide to Victor Harbor via McLaren Vale and Cape Jervis
Tuesday 10th: Victor Harbor to Robe via The Coorong
Wednesday 11th: Robe to Halls Gap via Penola in the Coonawarra wine district
email: goldfieldschapter@alfaclubvic.org.au

Itinerary: https://alpinealfisti.org.au/AAST20.html

(Note: The Tour is fully subscribed but is being Wait-Listed in case vacancies arise.)
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Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
AROCA Victoria members are eligible to access the Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program which
provides members with exclusive discounts across the entire Alfa Romeo® range – including Giulietta,
Giulia and Stelvio.
As an eligible member, you can take advantage of the current in-market retail offer, plus receive an
additional Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program discount.
To access the member discount, log in to Alfa Romeo Australia’s online portal as described below:
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AROCA Victoria Sponsors
AROCA Victoria’s corporate sponsors are listed below. Click an image to visit the sponsor’s web site.

To sponsor AROCA Victoria, call Sam Tartaglia on 0459 542 070 or email
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